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ABSTRACT

Optical trapping is a technique widely used to probe mechanical responses in modern
biophysics experiments. It uses a focused laser beam to trap microscopic particles, which
can be various types of refractive objects. Cells can be trapped at the focus; more common current experiments use micron-sized spheres, to which biological molecules can be
biochemically attached for manipulation. Single-molecule manipulation experiments using
optical tweezers have provided a great deal of insight into many biological systems, including
the mechanisms of molecular motors (including myosin, kinesin, and DNA and RNA polymerases), the elastic response of DNA, and the unfolding pathways of proteins and nucleic
acids.
I.

OBJECTIVES

• Learn the physics behind how an optical trap works
• Apply different techniques to determine the stiffness of an optical trap
• Learn about how thermal fluctuations impact a bead’s motion, and how an optical
trap attenuates the bead’s motion at certain frequencies
• Determine how experimental variables can be used to change the stiffness of an optical
trap
• Learn how power spectral analysis can be used to determine the rotation frequency of
E. coli
II.

BACKGROUND

Optical trapping works based on the change in momentum of light arising from its interaction with a dielectric object. By tightly focussing a laser beam, the resultant high gradient
in the electric field of the light results in a strong attraction of objects towards the focal
region. Thus, near the focus, such objects can be attracted and held in three dimensions.
A.

Optical tweezers in biophysics experiments

Since their invention by Arthur Ashkin in 1986 [1], optical tweezers have become increasingly widely used as an important tool in biophysics experiments. Shown in Fig. 1 are just a
few of the many experiments that have utilized optical tweezers to better understand biological systems. These include probing the elasticity of DNA (and developing polymeric models
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to describe its mechanical response), characterizing the activity and mechanisms underlying
various molecular motors in the cell, determining the unfolding pathways of proteins and
RNA and measuring the response of cells to stress.

FIG. 1. Some of the types of biophysics experiments made possible with optical tweezers. Clockwise
from upper left: stretching single molecules (e.g., DNA); protein unfolding [2]; characterizing the
elasticity of red blood cells [3]; T-cell activation (Beckman Laser Institute, UC Irvine); and probing
the mechanism of cellular molecular motors such as kinesin (Block lab, Stanford University).

Optical tweezers have proven to be particularly suitable for probing the response of
biological systems to applied forces, given the range of forces they typically exert. The
biophysicist’s energy unit is kB T , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature
(in degrees Kelvin). This represents the average thermal energy available to a system. In
these units, free energy changes for typical biochemical reactions are on the order of tens
of kB T while activation barriers to reaction can range from tens to thousands of kB T . One
kB T = 4.1 × 10−21 Joules at room temperature (298 K, or 25 ◦ C). Speaking of zeptoJoules is
not very helpful; a quick conversion to units of force × distance provides kB T = 4.1 pN.nm.
These units are extremely useful, as they suggest that the surrounding liquid exerts thermalfluctuation forces of ≈ 4 pN that act over a distance of ≈ 1 nm. Typical molecular motors in
the cell, such as kinesins and myosins, can use chemical energy from the hydrolysis of ATP
to catalyse directed motion along their substrates (microtubules and actin, respectively).
Using the free energy from ATP, they can exert on the order of picoNewtons of force over
step sizes on the length scale of nanometres. Many other biological processes occur with pN
forces on nm length scales, such as DNA replication and transcription, protein unfolding,
and viral DNA packaging. Optical tweezers are very well tuned for probing forces on the
order of pN and with typical distance resolution on the order of nm. Recent experiments
have demonstrated that it is possible to use optical tweezers to track the motion of a single
RNA polymerase molecule as it transcribes DNA into RNA, with single basepair (0.34 nm)
resolution! [4]
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The standard optical tweezers used in these experiments are formed by focussing a single
laser beam of Gaussian intensity profile and uniform phase. Since light is an electromagnetic wave, it is possible to change the characteristics of the laser beam by changing its
amplitude, phase and spin, and orbital angular momentum. By tuning these parameters,
researchers have created various types of optical traps, including doughnut-shaped traps to
confine particles of low refractive index, helical traps to create vortices, and multiple traps
to simultaneously manipulate many particles [5].

B.

The physics of optical trapping

The physics behind optical trapping can be described in two different limiting scenarios,
one in which the trapped object is assumed to be much larger than the wavelength of light
(R  λ, the Mie-scattering regime), and the other in which the trapped object is assumed
to be much smaller than the wavelength of light (R  λ, the Rayleigh-scattering regime).
In practice, objects used in typical biophysics experiments involving optical trapping are
of the same order of size as the wavelength of light (R ≈ λ, the complicated regime), so
neither explanation is quantitatively correct in this case. However, the two limits provide an
instructive picture of how optical trapping works and give rise to the same phenomenological
properties of an optical trap (i.e., it sets up a harmonic potential in which the trapped object
resides; scaling with respect to various experimental variables is predicted properly; etc.).
Let’s consider first the Mie regime, where R  λ. Here, we can use a ray diagram
approach and Snell’s law to understand how a focussed light beam can trap a particle. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, when a light ray encounters an interface, it will refract (bend) by an
amount determined by the difference in index of refraction at the interface. Snell’s law states
that
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 ,

(1)

where the angles θ represent the angle of the incident light beam with respect to a vector normal to the interface. When light changes direction its momentum changes. From
Newton’s second law, the rate of change of momentum is equal to the force:
d~p
F~ =
.
dt

(2)

Thus, the bead exerts a force on the light, and according to Newton’s third law, the bead
experiences an equal and opposite force. Figure 2a shows how a linear intensity gradient
gives rise to a force that pulls a bead towards the highest intensity of the light beam. By
imposing a three-dimensional gradient in the light’s intensity, e.g., by focussing light with
a radial intensity gradient, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, the force on the bead always draws
it towards the region of highest intensity, i.e., the focus of the light beam. In addition to
this gradient force, light scattering from the particle—the momentum transferred from each
redirected photon—always pushes the bead downstream (in the direction of the propagating
light). Hence, the bead is trapped by a focussed light beam just downstream of its focus,
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FIG. 2. (a) A collimated light beam with a linear intensity gradient (darker =⇒ greater intensity)
hits a particle with a refractive index np greater than the surrounding medium (nm < np ). The
dark lines illustrate the change in the direction of two representative light rays (weighted by their
relative intensities), while the grey lines illustrate the resultant forces experienced by the particle.
(b) A focussed light beam with a radial intensity gradient gives rise to stable three-dimensional
trapping. From [6].

where the scattering force is balanced by the gradient force pulling the bead back towards
the focus.
The accompanying document, the background for the Optical Tweezers experiment in
Physics 332 (Optics Lab) describes the Rayleigh-scattering regime (treating trapped particles
as collections of dipoles), as well as a model in the intermediate regime where R ≈ λ.
The focussed light beam gives rise to a gradient in the electric field intensity that imparts
a restoring force to a particle at the stable trap position. In other words, if a trapped particle
is pushed away from the focus, the change in momentum of the light resulting from its offaxis position results in a force that pulls the particle back towards the focus. For small
offsets from the trap centre, this restoring force is linearly proportional to the particle’s
displacement,
F~ = −κ~x ,

(3)

where x is the displacement of the particle relative to the trap centre and κ is the trap
stiffness. (A similar relationship holds in the y and z directions, with values for κ that may
be different in each dimension.) This Hookean spring implies a harmonic potential in which
the trapped particle resides:
1
U = κx2 .
2

(4)

For tighter potentials (stiffer traps), the forces that can be exerted on a particle are
higher. Experimentally, one would like to obtain the stiffest trap possible. The trap stiffness
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κ scales with laser power, with the change in refractive index going from the surrounding
medium to the particle, and with the focus angle of the beam.
The tightest focus gives rise to the strongest trap when all other experimental parameters
are the same. This is achieved by using a high-numerical-aperture (high-NA) lens to focus
the laser. Numerical aperture relates to the focus angle by NA = n sin θ, where n is the
index of refraction (nair = 1.00; nwater = 1.33; npolystyrene = 1.55) and θ is the angle of the
highest-angle rays (Fig. 3.) Trap stiffness is also affected by bead size and shape, although
not in a straightforward way.

FIG. 3. The numerical aperture NA of a lens is given by NA = n sin θ, where n is the index of
refraction of the medium and θ is the convergence angle of rays, as illustrated here.

Pre-lab question 1: What is the highest NA possible for a water-immersion objective
lens? How about air? How about oil (noil ≈ 1.5)?

If the trap stiffness is determined for a given experimental set-up, then measurements of
the position of a trapped particle can be used to determine the force acting on that particle.
Thus, calibration of the trap stiffness is critically important for force measurements using
optical tweezers. Calibration of the stiffness of our optical tweezers (determination of κ) is
the main focus of this experimental module.
C.

Equation of motion for an optically trapped microsphere

The one-dimensional equation of motion for a particle buffeted by thermal force fluctuations produced by a surrounding bath is given by
mẍ = Fext + ξ(t) ,

(5)

2

where ẍ = ddt2x is the particle’s acceleration, Fext represents external forces applied to the
particle, and ξ represents the stochastic thermal force. Equation (5) is an example of a
Langevin equation, a stochastic equation of motion. We do not know ξ(t) because we cannot
know the individual motions of molecules and atoms in the surrounding fluid. However,
we can say something about the statistics of the force and then try to use the statistical
properties of the thermal bath to learn about the statistical properties of the particle motion.
In particular, we make three assumptions about the thermal noise:
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1. At any given time t, the forces are Gaussian distributed.
2. The mean at any given time t is zero: hξ(t)i = 0.
3. Correlations between thermal shocks are independent at different times and may be
described by
hξ(t) ξ(t0 )i = 2kB T γ δ(t − t0 ) ,

(6)

where theR Dirac delta function δ(t − t0 ) is 0 for t 6= t0 and normalized so that its
integral, δ(t − t0 ) dt = 1.
The assumption of Gaussian forces is consistent with the Central Limit Theorem of statistics:
thermal forces average the impacts of many solvent molecules, and averages tend to Gaussian
distributions. The assumption of zero mean is almost a definition of noise. Any constant
variation would be a biasing force and should be included in Fext . Finally, the assumption
about the covariance of the noise is the most subtle. Roughly, we assume that shocks at
different times are independent. The amplitude at equal times is formally divergent, but
it turns out that only the area plays a role in calculations. The noise amplitude 2kB T γ is
derived by requiring that the resultant motion in a trap of force constant κ be consistent
with the equipartition Theorem, which states that the particle variance hx2 i = kB T /κ. For
more details, see the appendix of the accompanying Phys 332 notes.
An optically trapped particle is subjected to two types of external forces aside from
thermal fluctuations: Ftrap = −κx restoring force for displacements x away from the optical
trap centre, and Fdrag = −γv. Here, γ = 6πηR is the drag coefficient for a sphere of radius
R in a solution of viscosity η.1 Thus we can write the equation of motion from Eq. (5) for
this situation as
mẍ + γ ẋ + κx = ξ(t) .

(7)

Pre-lab question 2: For a bead of diameter 2.1 µm in water (which corresponds to
the size you will use in these experiments), what is the value of its drag coefficient γ?
For micron-sized particles in aqueous environments, motion is extremely overdamped, and
inertial effects (associated with the mass term) are extremely small. This can be quantified by the Reynolds number, given by Re ≡ ρRv/η, where ρ is the medium density. The
background section of the Microscopy & Cell Motion experiment provides more information
about the Reynolds number. The main point is that damping is very fast. Within microseconds, the particle will stop once any applied force is removed. Thus, the particle sees a very
“Aristotelian” environment, where things move only when forces push them. There is no
coasting!
Formally, we express this limit by dropping the mass term in Eq. (7), giving
γ ẋ + κx = ξ(t) .
1

(8)

We assume that the trapped sphere is far from any wall, which is not always the case. Close to a wall,
the drag γ > 6πηR, with corrections that are O(R/h), where h is the distance between sphere and wall.
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Trap calibration: techniques

In order that optical tweezers be used for force measurements on biological systems, they
need to be calibrated. There are several methods for doing this, as discussed in a review
article on optical trapping [6]. We begin by describing four methods. At first, we ignore
the fact that any information about the motion of a trapped particle is recorded in discrete
samples and imagine that we continuously record the position signal x(t). Later, we discuss
the limitations of this and other idealizations.
1. Equipartition theorem. From statistical mechanics, the thermal energy is shared
equally with each degree of freedom of the system, with each having energy 12 kB T . As
an optically trapped particle explores the harmonic potential well in which it is held,
its energy in each dimension is given by Eq. (4). The variance of the particle thus can
be related to the thermal energy by
1
κhx2 i
2

= 12 kB T .

(9)

Thus, measuring hx2 i at a known temperature gives κ.
2. Position probability distribution. Statistical mechanics also provides the distribution
of the states a system can explore, given a particular amount of energy. For the
system of an optically trapped bead, the states are the positions of the beads within
the harmonic well. Thus, in each dimension (assuming they are independent),




1
U (x)
1
κx2
= exp −
.
(10)
P (x) = exp −
Z
kB T
Z
2kB T
Here, Z represents the partition function, which is just a normalization factor: we
require that the probability of finding the particle somewhere must total unity. Thus,


Z ∞
Z
1 ∞
κx2
P (x) dx =
exp −
dx = 1 ,
(11)
Z −∞
2kB T
−∞
which fixes Z.
A histogram of bead positions measured during an experiment provides the experimental distribution P (x). By fitting this to a Gaussian function, one can obtain
the trap stiffness κ. Note that the actual function used to fit to experimental data
should include an x-offset correction, as the bead will not be centred at x = 0 in your
measurements. Thus, the function to fit to is


P (x) = A exp −B(x − x0 )2 ,
(12)
where A = 1/Z is the normalization constant, B = 2kκB T , and x0 is the mean position
of the bead in the trap. Remember to weight your fit by√the appropriate error bars:
if a histogram bin has N counts, the estimated error is N , since histogramming is
approximately a Poisson process.
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Since the width of a Gaussian (inferred by fitting) just matches the variance of the
time series, you might think it’s silly to look at histograms. Yes and no. If you
know that your fluctuations are indeed from a Gaussian distribution, then calculating
the variance is the way to go. However, there are many reasons that the histogram
of position measurements x will not be Gaussian distributed. First, there may be
occasional “glitches” (bad measurements) that produce numbers wildly different from
real measurements. These are easily excluded in a histogram fit but less so from a
time series. Second, the expected distribution is actually not exactly Gaussian for
large displacements, as illustrated in Fig. 4. (Why must the true potential have such
a shape?) You can look for any deviations in the “wings” of the Gaussian by plotting
the histogram on a log scale. How will trap power affect the shape of the distribution?

Potential energy

1

Harmonic
approximation

0
True potential
-1
-3

0
3
Displacement from centre

FIG. 4. True potential for optical tweezers and its harmonic approximation.

3. Power spectrum analysis. The power spectrum of a trapped particle trajectory decomposes the motion x(t) into contributions at each frequency and gives the power at a
particular frequency f . Often, we will put formulas in terms of the angular frequency
ω = 2πf . We can derive a simplified formula for the power spectrum by Fourier
transforming Eq. (8), which gives
(−iωγ + κ)X(ω) = Ξ(ω) ,

(13)

R∞
where X(ω) ≡ −∞ x(t)e−iωt dt is the Fourier transform of x(t) and Ξ(ω) is the Fourier
transform of ξ(t). The average power at frequency ω is then given by
P (ω) ≡ |X(ω)|2 =
=
=

8

Ξ(ω) Ξ∗ (ω)
(−iωγ + κ)(+iωγ + κ)
2kB T γ
ω 2 γ 2 + κ2
2D
,
+ ωc2

ω2

(14)
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where we recall that the diffusion constant D = kB T /γ and where we define the
angular corner frequency ωc ≡ κ/γ. Note that the power spectrum is an ensemble
average, as denoted by the angular brackets h·i, and that we have also applied the
ensemble average to the thermal noise in the numerator. The final result in Eq. (14)
is a function whose form is known as a Lorentzian. Its typical shape is given in Fig. 6.
Knowing κ, the corner frequency tells us γ.
Note that estimating the power spectrum and fitting to it involves a number of subtleties. The most important of these include
• Spectrum averaging. The statistical noise in a power-spectrum measurement is
exponentially distributed, not Gaussian. Since the standard deviation of an exponential equals its mean, the noise amplitude equals the signal! You might
think that measuring longer would help, but no: all that happens is that the
frequency interval df = 1/T becomes smaller. Two workarounds are either to
block frequencies by binning all frequencies in a range together or to measure the
power spectrum several times and then to average the results of each individual
measurement. Then, by the Central Limit Theorem,
√ the average approaches a
Gaussian distribution, and the noise is reduced by M , where M is the number of
frequencies blocked or spectra averaged. Unfortunately, because an exponential
distribution is far from a Gaussian, the convergence of the average to a Gaussian
is very slow, and systematic errors are O(M −1 ). You need to block a lot of spectra or frequencies to be able to ignore the effect of using a least-squares fit in a
situation where the statistical errors are not Gaussian distributed. The software
example supplied with the experiment implements spectrum averaging. Figure 5
gives an example.

PSD

100

Sampling
effect

1
0.01

0.0001

Average
10 blocks

No averaging

0.0001

0.01
1
Frequency

0.0001

0.01
1
Frequency

FIG. 5. Compare unaveraged to averaged power spectrum. At high frequencies, the finite sampling
rate causes the power spectrum to bend up.

• Sampling. Although the motion x(t) of the bead is continuous, we record a
sampled signal xk , which is the position of the bead at times tk = k ∆t. The
interval ∆t is the sampling interval and its inverse fs = (∆t)−1 is the sampling
frequency. Thus, we need to use the Discrete Time Fourier Transform rather
than the ordinary continuous-time version that we used above. It turns out that
for frequencies f  fs , there is little difference. Thus, one design criterion is to
make sure that the corner frequency fc = ωc /(2π)  fs . In addition, keep the
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upper frequency limit of any curve fit well below fs . For example, in Fig. 6, the
data were collected at 10 kHz, implying spectra to 5 kHz. The fit was limited to
3 kHz. At higher frequencies, the power spectrum deviates because of sampling.
See Fig. 5. Note that the current version of the trap can collect data at 100 kHz.
• One-sided and two-sided spectra. The power spectrum formula in Eq. (14) is
known as a two-sided spectrum, because it is normalized by integrating over negative and positive frequencies. Since the power spectrum of a real function is even
in ω, experimentalists often use one-sided power spectra, which are normalized
over positive frequencies only. This is the value that Igor supplies, for example.
To deal with this, multiply P (ω) by 2 in Eq. (14) and evaluate P (ω) only over
positive frequencies.
R
R
|X(ω)|2 = dt x2 (t), we expect
• Normalization From Parseval’s Identity, dω
2π
that the integral of the position power spectrum should be the variance. Using
the one-sided convention and making the substitution u = ωωc , we have

Z ∞
Z ∞
dω
4D
dω
ωc
P (ω) =
2
2π
2πωc
ωc 1 + (ω/ωc )2
0
0


Z ∞

2D
2D  π  D
kB T
du
=
=
=
=
= hx2 i . (15)
2
πωc
1
+
u
πω
2
ω
κ
c
c
0
We can remember the factor of 2π on the left-hand side by noting that the integral
is really over frequencies f , since ω = 2πf .
In addition to these mandatory issues, there are less-important subtleties, outlined in
the Experimental considerations section below.

Power (arbitrary unit)
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FIG. 6. Characteristic Lorentzian shape of the power spectrum of an optically trapped bead, as
described by Eq. (14). Here, the fit gives a corner frequency fc = 400 Hz. Note the spike at 120
Hz, which arises from electrical noise in the set-up and was excluded from the fit.

4. Autocorrelation analysis. Another way to find parameters is to measure the correlation
between the position of a particle at time 0 and at time t. That is, we measure
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hx(t) x(0)i. We have already seen that at t = 0, hx(0)2 i = kB T /κ. We can do a direct
calculation for t 6= 0 by solving Eq. (8) for a given function ξ(t) and then evaluating the
correlation function directly. The calculation is done in the Appendix to the Physics
332 notes and gives
hx(t) x(0)i =

kB T −|t|/τc
e
,
κ

(16)

where τc = ωc−1 = κ/γ. Notice in Eq. (16) that for |t|  τc , we recover the original
equal-time result. For |t|  τc , the correlations go to zero: positions measured far
enough apart in time are independent (and hence uncorrelated).
A slick way to derive Eq. (16) is to use the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, which states
that the autocorrelation function is the Fourier transform of the power spectrum. More
formally,


 
Z ∞
dω
2D
D
iωt
hx(t) x(0)i =
e
=
e−ωc |t| ,
(17)
2
2
ω + ωc
ωc
−∞ 2π
which is equivalent to Eq. (16). The integral in Eq. (17) can be done by contour
integration, noting that the contour is closed in the upper (lower) half of the complex
ω plane, depending on the sign of ω. The main point here is that the autocorrelation
function is equivalent to the power spectrum. Both give a complete picture of the
dynamics, at all time and frequency scales. Note, finally, the absolute value of t, which
is necessary physically because the autocorrelation function only depends on the time
interval between the measurements. Thus, we expect hx(t) x(0)i = hx(−t) x(0)i, since
in both cases the measurements are separated by the same time interval.
5. Experimental considerations. So far, we have presented the above four ways of calibrating a trap in a relatively idealized form that neglects some experimental issues. Except
for the multiple-bead issue, which is more serious, these subtleties produce systematic
errors that alter results by typically 10–20%. For the purposes of this course, we will
mostly ignore such subtleties and accept errors of this magnitude. For reference—and
for those who do a project using optical tweezers and who find they need something
better—we briefly go over some of the aspects that have been neglected.
• Multiple beads. One is fine; two’s a crowd: One problem with optical tweezers
is that more than one bead can get trapped. Your measurements will not make
sense with multiple beads; as a result, take data only when there is a single bead
trapped. If you always have more than one bead, your concentration of beads is
too high and you should dilute your stock and make another sample.
• Aliasing. Even if the corner frequency fc  fs , thermal noise is present at all frequencies. Frequencies > 12 fs , the Nyquist frequency, lead to aliasing, where higher
frequencies are perceived as lower frequencies. (A common example of aliasing is
the “wagon-wheel effect” in old movies: if wheels rotate at rates comparable to
the camera-exposure frequency, we see an apparent backwards rotation.) Aliasing
alters in small ways the fit formulas, especially for f → 21 fs .
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• Camera exposure. There are two ways to measure bead positions in optical tweezers. One way is to use a camera to take a movie of the moving bead and to use
image processing to extract the time series of bead positions. In this method,
the camera exposure typically averages the bead position over a time tc (camera time). This introduces another frequency in the problem and also alters the
equations. For example, one can show that the mean-square displacement in a
time t becomes h[x(t) − x(0)]2 i = 2D(t − 31 tc ). If you use the QPD to measure
position, you do not have to worry about this issue.
• Measurement noise. The measurement itself can be noisy. Often such noise is
white, meaning that it adds a constant background to the power spectra. You
can estimate its magnitude from the power spectrum of a stuck bead. At low
frequencies, you will likely see excess noise, arising from mechanical drifts in the
experimental setup. This, too, is a background contribution that is not included
in the simple calculation of a power spectrum. As long as measurement noise is
small compared to the thermal fluctuations between measurements, the effect is
small, too.
As you can see, the full story for inferring parameters in an optical trap is complicated.
For a careful treatment, see [8].
Finally, which method to choose? In general, the power spectrum and autocorrelation
methods are better because they both use the full particle dynamics. For example, the
120-Hz noise spike visible in Fig. 6 contributes to the variance hx2 i in a way that is not
easy to separate out. By contrast, in the power spectrum, you can easily exclude the
peak from the fit. Similarly, the autocorrelation function would have an anomalous
“bump” at delays of 1/120 s, which can also be excluded. Another potential pitfall of
measuring the position variance is that simple estimates of the error assume that each
position measurement is independent. That means either that you need to wait several
correlation times between measurements or that you need to do a more sophisticated
analysis gives an “effective” number of independent measurements (which will be less
than the actual number, if there are correlations between measurements).
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Flagellar rotation in Escherichia coli

As described in the “Background on Cell Motion” document for the microscopy module
in this course, E. coli self-propel because of their rotating flagella (corkscrew-like tails). If
you have completed the microscopy module, you will have observed and made measurements on the swimming E. coli. Here, using the optical tweezers instrument, you will make
measurements of the rotation speed of their flagella, as described below. Figure 7 shows a
schematic of how the rotating E. coli should interact with the focussed laser beam.

top view

side view

FIG. 7. Top and side views E. coli rotating through the low-power focussed laser beam, with the
E. coli affixed to the coverslip through nonspecific electrostatic interactions via their flagella.

Pre-lab question 3: Model the signal you might observe from the laser deflection of
a rotating E. coli by assuming the signal to be represented by a sine wave of the form
x(t) = sin 2π(f1 t). Sketch this signal vs. time for 1 second if f1 = 10 Hz. Then, sketch
the power spectrum of this motion. Pay close attention to your time and frequency axes,
to ensure that they correctly represent the expected 10 Hz signal frequency.
If you do not know how to use software to do Fourier transforms of data, you may
sketch these free-hand for pre-lab. But by the time your assignment is due, you should
feel comfortable enough to plot these in software and hand in computer-generated plots.
If you have had exposure to Fourier transforms, do the following: When taking the
Fourier transform in software, you need to plot an integer number of periods to avoid
the frequency leakage caused by the artificial “jump” in data that can occur when the
Fourier transform interprets your data as being infinitely periodic. To understand this
point, make sure you plot the y-axis of your power spectrum on a log scale. Make a plot
where you choose an integer number of periods and compare with one where you choose
a non-integer number (say, half-integer). Explain the difference between the two plots.

Pre-lab question 4: Repeat the above analysis for a signal described by two fundamental frequency components of 10 Hz and 25 Hz, which differ in amplitude: x(t) =
sin 2π(10t) + 4 sin 2π(25t). Sketch both the signal vs. time and its power spectrum.
What are the relative powers of any peaks that appear in your spectra?
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INVESTIGATIONS

1. Determine the power spectrum of laser deflection noise when no bead is trapped. (This
is your reference spectrum, so you can see in subsequent measurements what features
in the power spectrum are due to the trapped particle motion.)
2. At an intermediate ( 70% of maximum) laser power, compare the trap stiffness in each
direction, κx and κy , using each of the techniques below.
(a) Equipartition analysis: Use video microscopy to determine the trapped bead
position as a function of time. From this information, determine the mean squared
displacement of the bead in the trap, hx2 i, and from the equipartition theorem
Eq. (9), determine the trap stiffness.
(b) Probability histogram analysis: Plot a histogram of bead positions observed from
the video microscopy data in part a. If the trap is harmonic, the position histogram should be a Gaussian, Eq. (12). Fit your data to Eq. (12) and determine
the trap stiffness. For one direction, repeat this calculation for a total of at least
three different bin sizes in your histogram, to examine the effect of bin size on
your results. Pay special attention to the “wings” of the Gaussian (by plotting
the histogram using a log-y axis). Do you see any systematic deviations from
the Gaussian form at large displacements? If so, confine your fit to the Gaussian
region and think / comment about the difference between this result and the
equipartition analysis.
(c) Power spectrum analysis: Using the laser deflection on the quadrant photodiode
(QPD), determine the bead’s position as a function of time, at very high sampling
rates (e.g., 10 kHz). Measure a long time series, at least 10 s. Use the included
software to calculate an averaged (blocked) power spectrum. Play around with
the number of blocks to get a good compromise between the error for each point
and the ability to resolve the features of the power spectrum. Determine the
power spectrum of the position noise in each direction. Plot this (V 2 /Hz vs.
Hz) and fit to a Lorentzian, Eq. (??) to determine the corner frequency. From
the corner frequency and knowledge of the bead size, determine trap stiffness.
Use these errors in doing your fit. At least once, repeat the experiment to see
whether the results give trap parameters that are consistent within the expected
statistical errors.
(d) Autocorrelation analysis: (Phys 833 only.) From the time series of QPD measurements of the bead’s position used for the power spectrum analysis, determine
the autocorrelation of the position signal and plot this along with a fit to the
data using Eq. (16). From the relaxation time and knowledge of the bead size,
determine the trap stiffness.
3. Measure the optical trap stiffness in one direction (κx or κy ) using the power spectral
method and determine how it scales with laser power.
4. Study sticky E. coli. Show that, as a function of laser power, there are three regimes:
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(a) High power : The E. coli are trapped and do not rotate.
(b) Low power : The E. coli rotate freely. From the QPD signal’s power spectrum,
determine the rotation rate as a function of laser power.
(c) Medium power : You should find a regime, where the E. coli are trapped for a finite
time, escape to rotate once or twice, and then are trapped again, for a while, etc.
Are time intervals exponentially distributed? (Why exponential? Hint: Poisson
process.) Test whether the average dwell time varies follows Kramer’s theory of
escape from a metastable state, which predicts hτ i ∼ eEb /kB T . Here, Eb should
be proportional to laser power. Why?
As time permits, try these measurements (or at least some of them) on different
bacteria. How uniform are the results as you go from one bug to another?
IV.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

• Optical tweezers instrument with CCD camera, position-sensitive photodiode
• Laser safety glasses
• Glass slides
• Number 1 cover glasses
• Parafilm
• Heat block
• Concentrated solution of 2.1 µm diameter polystyrene spheres (0.5% w/v)
Please exercise EXTREME CAUTION when working with this instrument.
You MUST wear the laser safety glasses provided whenever the laser is on.
Failure to do so will result in your immediate ejection from the laboratory.
Because the laser in this instrument operates in the near-infrared (λ = 785
nm), the beam is invisible. The power of laser light (120 mW), coupled with
its wavelength, can damage your vision if you are not wearing proper safety
eyewear.
The optical tweezers instrument used in these experiments is designed on an optical
breadboard, so that the laser beam path is horizontal. This reduces the potential for eye
injury compared with the more traditional optical tweezers set-ups that are constructed on
an existing microscope. The wavelength of light used, 785 nm, is in the near-infrared and
is thus invisible to the naked eye. Although we would prefer to work with a visible laser for
a teaching-lab experiment, visible light is absorbed by cells. Our choice, 785 nm, is one of
the least harmful wavelengths for cells.
The layout of the optical tweezers instrument is shown in Fig. 8. The red line represents
the path travelled by the laser light while the blue line represents the path travelled by
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FIG. 8. Experimental set-up. The laser beam (785 nm, 120 mW diode laser) passes first through
a half-wave plate (λ/2 plate) and a polarizing beam-splitting cube (PBS cube). The beam is
expanded by lens L1. The beam is steered by two mirrors (M and DM1) into the objective lens
OL, which focuses the light in the trapping chamber. The objective used in these experiments
is an oil-immersion lens with a numerical aperture of 1.4. The trapping chamber is mounted to
an (x,y,z) positioning stage (not shown), which allows for three-dimensional positioning of the
chamber relative to the laser beam. The outgoing laser light is collected by the condenser lens
CL and steered by the dichroic mirror DM2 onto the quadrant photodetector QPD. The neutral
density filters NDF attenuate the light intensity so the QPD is not saturated. The position of
the laser beam on the QPD provides a high-frequency readout of the beam’s deflection, and hence
its interaction with the trapped bead. This provides the high-bandwidth position signal (in units
of Volts on the QPD) of the bead’s (x,y) position in the optical trap. To see what is going on,
illumination light is focussed by lens L2 through an iris (Ir) and is recollimated by lens L3 before
passing onto the back of the condenser lens CL and being projected into the trapping chamber.
The imaging light passes through the dichroic mirror DM1 and onto the CCD camera for imaging.

the illumination. By rotating the angle of the half-wave plate, you can rotate the angle
of polarization of the laser light. The polarizing beam-splitting cube then selects only the
vertically polarized component for transmission, while sending the horizontally polarized
component to the beam dump. The lens L1 expands the laser beam to give a cross-sectional
area slightly larger than the size of the back aperture of the focussing objective lens. This
configuration provides the stiffest optical trap, as the high-angle rays that arise from the
farther-out portions of the lens are most responsible for the strong trapping force. The
dichroic mirrors, DM1 and DM2, are so named because of their different responses to two
colours. Here, they are coated to reflect near-infrared light transmitting visible light. The
CCD camera used for imaging is a standard firewire camera that sends digital images to the
computer with the specified frame rate (here, 15 Hz). Images from the camera are observed
in real-time to see what is going on and for the user to tell if a bead is trapped in the sample
chamber. Once a bead is trapped, the images can be saved and analysed to determine the
position of the bead in the trap for calibration purposes (methods 1 and 2 above). The
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QPD, quadrant photodiode, is used for high-bandwidth detection of the beads position by
detecting the position of the laser beam as illustrated in Fig. 9. It generates photocurrents in
response to light, and by running these across resistors, voltages are generated that represent
the location of the light beam relative to the centre of the QPD. These voltages are sent to
a data acquisition card attached to the computer, and are read by the LabVIEW program
used in these experiments.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9. Schematic of quadrant photodiode. (a) The laser light should illuminate all four quadrants
of the diode. (b) The photocurrents generated by light impinging on each of the four quadrants
are sent to the electronics board attached to the QPD, where the outputs from pads 2, 3 and 4
are sent to the computer for analysis. Pad 2 represents the vertical offset (y), pad 3 represents the
horizontal offset (x), and pad 4 provides the total intensity (sum) impinging on the QPD.

To trap a bead, you must first make a trapping chamber (see Protocol: Making sample
chambers). It is best to position the sample chamber towards one end of the glass slide
for ease of use with this instrument. A 100-fold dilution of the 0.5% w/v 2.1 µm-diameter
bead solution gives appropriate bead densities for these trapping experiments, though you
might wish to start with a more concentrated solution to locate the optical trap in your
initial experiments. After you have injected the bead solution into the trapping chamber,
we recommend that you balance the chamber upside down while the wax dries (avoiding
day, September 17, 13
contact of the wax with a surface). If your beads settle due to gravity, they will stick to
the cover glass, which will be the front surface of your chamber. This will make it easy to
determine when you are focused near the front of your chamber.
A.

Setting up the optical tweezers

The only components of the optical tweezers that you should adjust are (1) the xyzpositioning stage that holds the sample chamber, (2) DM2, the dichroic mirror that steers
the laser light to the QPD and (3) the half-wave plate following the laser, used for changing
the laser power. Please do not adjust any other components unless explicitly directed to
do so by the instructor.
1. Turn on the computer and open the LabVIEW file entitled 433Controller.vi. (This can
be accessed from the Phys 433 folder on the desktop.)
2. Turn on the illumination light and the power for the QPD. (Switches can be found by
following back the cables from each to their power sources.)
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3. Put a small drop of immersion oil on the front of your chamber. This can be done by
dipping the pipette into the oil container and touching it to the front of your sample
chamber.
4. Place your chamber in the apparatus. First, change the position of the stage using the
manual micrometer positioners such that the chamber is clamped at least a couple of
millimetres in front of the objective lens. (The objective lens is the most expensive
item in this set-up, so treat it with a great deal of respect!) Now, clamp the chamber
to the positioning stage, with the cover glass side facing the trapping objective and
the clamp holding just the thick glass slide. Slowly move the chamber towards the
objective lens, again using the stage micrometer. You should be able to see when the
oil droplet has made contact with the objective lens. (This can be verified by looking
from the other side at the chamber and observing the meniscus of oil about the front
of the lens. Do not do this when the laser is on, unless you are wearing your safety
glasses.) Stop moving the chamber closer to the lens at this point. Do not move the
chamber too close to the objective, or you risk cracking the cover glass of your chamber
(or worse, the objective lens!).
5. Adjust the imaging location so you can focus on beads in the chamber.
(a) First, start the LabVIEW program (using the run button in the upper left of the
screen), then hit the “camera” button mid-way down the screen, as well as the
“camera” tab to display the field of view of the camera. You should now see an
image in real time from the camera. (Move your hand in front of the camera and
see a change in intensity on the computer screen image.) You may find it useful
to turn off the room lights in order to improve the contrast of the camera image,
though this is not necessary.
(b) If you have stored your sample chamber upside down while the wax dried, you
should have a number of beads stuck to the inside front surface of the chamber. If
this is the case, as long as you are looking in the sample chamber (and not at the
parafilm), they should become visible as you slowly move the chamber closer to
the objective lens (along the optic axis, z). You will want to move your chamber
closer to the objective lens, so that the surface-stuck beads become blurry and
out of focus and you are focussed within the sample chamber. You should then
see beads diffusing in solution. You are now ready to trap a bead.
(c) If you have not stored your sample chamber upside down, focussing on the
parafilm edges is your best approach to obtaining the appropriate focus depth.
Move the trapping chamber in x and y (the axes perpendicular to the optical
axis, using the stage micrometers) so that the edge of one of your parafilm walls
is in the field of view. Then adjust the z position of the chamber (along the optic
axis, using the third micrometer) so that the edge of the parafilm appears crisp.
Be aware of the position of your chamber throughout this focussing procedure—if
you move the chamber too close to the objective lens, the lens will press on the
chamber and bend the chamber slightly. You do not want to move the chamber this close to the objective lens. Once the parafilm is in focus, adjust your
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chambers position in x and y (not z, as you have now set this to give the correct
image plane) to locate beads. They should be diffusing freely if in the centre of
the chamber. You are now ready to trap a bead. Ensure that you are wearing
protective eyewear before turning on the laser.
6. Turn on the laser using the key in its control box.
7. With luck, a bead diffusing freely in solution will diffuse close to the focus of your laser
beam and be trapped. You should then see clearly a stationary bead in the centre of
the field of view. If not, then move the chamber in x and y to try to find a bead to
trap. Often, beads will settle to the bottom of the chamber under the force of gravity,
so once can be “picked up” from there.
8. Once you have a trapped bead, you may need to adjust the location of the scattered
laser light relative to the QPD. To do this, start the QPD operations by depressing
the QPD button. You can view the output signal from the QPD by activating the
QPD tab adjacent to the camera tab at the top of the screen. Displayed will be the x,
y and sum (intensity) readings from the QPD in Volts. You should adjust the angle
of dichroic mirror DM2 using the thumbscrews on the mount to achieve the maximum
intensity of signal on the QPD. Simultaneously, minimize the amplitude of the x and
y readings to centre your spot on the QPD. As you do this, you can observe the
instantaneous power spectrum of the signal impinging on the QPD, displayed in the
upper right of the LabVIEW panel. If the QPD is sensing the laser signal correctly
(sum > 1 V, and x, y ≈ 0) and a bead is trapped, the power spectrum inset should
display a Lorentzian shape.
Once you have a trapped bead and have aligned the laser signal on the QPD, you are
ready to proceed with acquiring the data for calibration.
In camera mode, hit “track beads.” Click the cursor near the centre of the bead. A green
dot should appear at the centre of the bead, showing that it is being tracked correctly. The
experimental variables (box to the right on the screen) should display nonzero values for the
bead radius and centre position (all in units of pixels). Hit “Record data” and allow the
data to save for at least one minute. (The longer the data sample you have, the better the
statistics on your bead distributions will be.) After stopping the save operation, verify that
your data have been saved by looking in the Phys433 folder. The filename will be the date
with the time followed by “video,” and the data are saved in spreadsheet form with three
columns: bead radius (px), x centre (px) and y centre (px).
Next, switch to QPD mode. Then hit “write.” The number of points saved should be
equal to the scan rate, representing one second of data. (For the default scan rate of 10 kHz,
10 000 points should be saved, corresponding to x, y, and sum for each of these timepoints.)
Note the difference in data acquisition rates between video microscopy and photodetection.
After the data have been saved, a new QPD file will appear in the Phys433 directory. For
at least one laser power, you will need to perform this measurement for a longer time (e.g.,
10 s; or 10 times 1s), to improve the statistics in your analysis.
The QPD data is saved initially in binary format for faster saving of the high-bandwidth
data. You will need to convert it into text data before proceeding with the
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analysis. To do so, run the LabVIEW program “Convert binary to text” and select your
QPD file as input. The output file will have the same name with .txt format.

B.

Data analysis

Determine the trap stiffness in units of pN/nm and in units of pN/µm via each of the
methods in part III above. For part of the analysis, you will need to convert your video
data in units of pixels into real units of nm or µm. Do this by determining the pixels/µm
conversion factor using a stage micrometer (as done in the microscopy experiment).
For fitting of your power spectra, choose the same frequency range for each set of data.
To avoid low-frequency noise in the system, induced by air currents and other external noise,
we recommend a lower range to your fitting of flow = 10 Hz. There are higher-frequency
peaks in the power spectra, which should be avoided. Choose a high-frequency cut-off when
fitting to avoid including these peaks. Alternatively, they can be masked from the fit.

V.

SUGGESTED TIMELINE

Days 1 and 2: Come having answered all pre-lab questions in this document. Make flow
chambers. Fill one with a bead solution and mount in optical tweezers. Trap a bead with
the optical tweezers. Measure and record its position as a function of time using the laser
deflection, and repeat this measurement for at least 6 different laser powers. (Laser power is
adjusted via the 1/2-wave plate, while the power delivered is directly proportional to the sum
reading on the QPD, which can be used as a proxy for laser power.) For one laser power,
trap a bead and determine its position as a function of time using both image analysis and
laser deflection on the photodetector. Calibrate the pixels / nm conversion of your video
images using a stage micrometer. Analyse the data to determine κx and κy via each of the
methods suggested.
Determine the rotation frequency of E. coli flagella, by positioning your trap near a
rotating E. coli, stuck by its flagella to the surface. Choosing an appropriate trap stiffness
/ laser power such that rotation is not halted by the optical trap, look for the frequency
of E. coli rotation by measuring the power spectrum of the laser deflection. Repeat this
measurement for at least three different cells. Details of this type of measurement can be
found in Part IV of [9], which you should read before performing these experiments. You
do not need to follow the exact protocol described in that paper, but should get the general
idea of how you will set up your experiment.
• Answer all pre-lab questions
• Estimate the bead density (beads/ml) you put into the trapping chamber
• Plot power spectrum of the laser deflection on the QPD when no bead is trapped. Use
the supplied Igor routine to help in averaging the power spectra (here and elsewhere).
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• Do three (Phys 433) or four (Phys 833) different calculations of κx and κy . Include a
plot of the histograms and fit; a plot of the averaged power spectra and fit; and (for
Phys 833) a plot of the autocorrelation curves and fit.
• Study the effect of different histogram bin sizes on your determination of κx or κy .
• Determine κx or κy using the averaged power spectra.
• Plot κx or κy versus laser power (“sum” on QPD) and determination whether this
relation is linear
• Compare values of κx and κy from the different analyses.
• Discuss any discrepancies between trap stiffness in x and y directions. (Are they are
significantly different?) Are variations in values found from the different measurement
and analysis techniques significant? If so, why?
• Comment on the magnitude of the trap stiffness relative to biological force and length
scales.
• Discuss whether your trap appears harmonic or not.
• Discuss the relationship found between trap stiffness and laser power.
• Discuss the source and estimated magnitude of errors in trap stiffness.
• Discuss any experimental difficulties encountered during calibration.
• Plot the power spectra of motion of rotating E. coli in the optical tweezers.
• Determine the rotation frequency of E. coli, discussing any variations seen among cells,
sources and magnitudes of error, and any experimental difficulties encountered.
• Discuss at least one (Phys 433) or all (Phys 833) of the questions in the section below.
VI.

POINTS TO PONDER

• What would happen to an object whose index of refraction np < nm (index of medium)
near the focus of the trapping laser?
• For the optical trap stiffness you have determined, how much would the bead be offset
from the trap centre when subjected to a force of 5 pN? Is this offset significant enough
to detect using video microscopy?
• Provide a descriptive reason for the shape of the power spectrum.
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